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Q OUTS ADAM SCHIFF AS CIA AGENT WHO 
PLANNED 2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
FRAUD 
JULY 23, 2022 DANNIELLEBLUMENTHALEDIT 

Bottom line up front: In a series of messages dated from 2018-2020, Q is saying that 
Adam Schiff is a CIA agent deployed to overthrow the legitimately elected 
45th President of the United States, Donald J. Trump. Q is further saying that the CIA 
has infiltrated and overtaken the Democratic Party as a whole. 

Posts Adapted For Readability – Based On Q Messages 
(See Originals Below) 

1. February 1, 2018: What happened at the hotel, Adam Schiff? What is he 
trying to do right now? Someone did him a favor, and he is repaying it.   

2. September 4, 2018: Does Hillary Rodham Clinton care about you, the American 
people? If she cared about protecting you, would she sell out America’s secrets 
and uranium to China/Russia? They always thought if charges were brought 
against them, they would ultimately be safe because they would control the 
Supreme Court. Adam Schiff out. Hillary Rodham Clinton appointment(s). End of 
all ends. Final. Did Anthony Kennedy have a choice? Was this the original plan 
according to a planned Hillary Rodham Clinton election win? What evidence was 
he shown? Ruth Bader Ginsburg replacement lifetime appointment – how old 
would this person be (young)? What’s at stake? (Q then points to a number of 
Tweets by Clinton related to the Supreme Court.)  Pain comes in many different 
forms. Patriots are in full control. Enjoy the show.  

3. January 5, 2019: (Q points to a tweet by television journalist Brit Hume.) What 
happens when all “insiders” know the news is fake?  What happens when all 
“insiders” know Adam Schiff is the leak of false data? What happens when a 
member of the House Intelligence Committee purposely leaks fake & false data to 
“friendly” news sources in order to maintain & portray a false narrative to the 
public? How do you build a case against a member of the House Intelligence 
Committee if they themselves have access to the intelligence?  What critical 
“mission” did (then-Attorney General Jeff) Sessions publicly announce regarding 
leaks? Why did Sessions make this public? Optics are important. Control of the 
narrative. Truth & transparency is the only way forward.  Robert Mueller deleted 
“critical” text messages between (FBI agents) Peter Strzok and Lisa Page. The 
Mueller “insurance policy” has expired. 

4. January 6, 2019: When will the public discover that Ted Cruz was also illegally 
spied on—before Donald Trump received the Republican nomination for 



President? The CIA illegally spied on members of Congress, the Senate 
Intelligence Committee, and the press. Who ordered the surveillance? What 
justification was provided to authorize it? Did it fall under the scope of a Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA) warrant, or internal to the Department, or 
was it outsourced to “Five Eyes” intelligence partners (UK, Canada, Australia and 
New Zealand)? Reality check: Friend or foe, we all spy on each other, but should 
we be spying on ourselves? Should we be tasking others to spy on ourselves in 
order to avoid U.S. law? Was the “Five Eyes” intelligence agency partnership 
established & designed by the intelligence community as a “backchannel” spying 
apparatus to avoid triggering scrutiny under U.S. laws and the associated 
Congressional/Senate oversight? What keylogs (evidence) exist to monitor “Five 
Eyes” spying? What ability do former government officials have regarding the 
ability to access classified surveillance data that is stored outside the United 
States? How did Hillary Clinton gain access to the highest-level Special Access 
Programs (closed system access) and transfer it to a remote server (her home 
server)? The question above should scare every American. How did China locate 
primary CIA assets within China? By killing people? (187 is the code for murder.) 
Money buys power. Why wan’t there any punishment of Obama CIA Director John 
Brennan for spying on members of the Senate and others? Logically, why not? 
Why did the DOJ decline to pursue? The fake (controlled) mainstream news 
media limits how much the public is told. When did Edward Snowden breach the 
NSA and publicly release information designed to cripple the NSA’s intelligence-
gathering ability? Was the NSA targeted? Where did Edward Snowden work 
before accepting a job as an NSA contractor? What senior-level government/CIA 
official recommended Snowden for the position? Was this after the public release 
of classified NSA information about the Uranium One deal?  Where is Edward 
Snowden today?  What country was involved in Uranium One?   If the real target 
country was Venezuela or Ecuador, why didn’t Snowden take a direct flight from 
Hong Kong to those locations? How many direct flights run daily from Hong Kong 
to Venezuela and Ecuador?  If Edward Snowden was CIA/NSA, would he not 
understand, using simple logic, that going public with the information he had 
before getting to his final destination safely would “limit” his ability to use his 
passport due to a block that would be placed on it?   Why wouldn’t Edward 
Snowden publicly release information to the public after he already had arrived 
safely at his final destination?  Why then would Edward Snowden route through 
Russia? Was Russia the final destination?  Was Russia the true 
destination?  Could Edward Snowden be seen releasing classified 
programs/intelligence from inside of Russia?  What role did John Brennan play in 
the Snowden leaks regarding the NSA?  What was Brennan’s background 
regarding Saudi Arabia?  Does the CIA hold blackmail on political leaders? Does 
the CIA protect those who protect them? Why are ex-CIA contractors running 
for office? How many ex-CIA contractors are currently in office?  Hello, 
Adam Schiff.  Once an agent [of the CIA], always an agent.  

5. February 9, 2019: Optics are important. Stealth bombers (in Q terminology, a 
“stealth bomber” is someone who effects legitimate law enforcement activity 
without drawing media attention) silent? Reread Mueller regarding “designed to” 



drops. Probe conclusion coming? -30 Coincidence “conclusion” occurring as new 
Attorney General installed? What is the purpose of Matthew Whitaker (serving as 
Acting U.S. Attorney General from November 7, 2018, to February 14, 
2019)?  Reread drops regarding “Scaramucci” model. Purpose? Who did 
Scaramucci remove? Effective? Optics important?  What occurs post installed 
“blockade” removal? Declassification?  Rod Rosenstein “complete” removal? 
Office of Inspector General release of findings? How are they preparing to combat 
narrative? This is vitally important.  House Intelligence Committee launch of 
more “fake” investigations in attempt to retain “false narrative” and claim 
“political attack(s)” if investigated/prosecuted themselves? Adam 
Schiff? Southern District of New York-Attorney General?  Attempts to retain 
“blockade”? Attempts to prevent public release of the truth?  Zero leaks regarding 
John Huber? (Huber is the United States attorney for Utah appointed to investigate 
potential misconduct by the DOJ and FBI in spying on an adviser to then-candidate 
Donald J. Trump. Huber is also investigating the DOJ’s response to allegations about 
Hillary Clinton’s actions in the sale of U.S. uranium to a company (Uranium One) 
owned by Russia (Rosatom). There is also speculation that Huber is investigating 
Clinton’s personal email server and her foundation.)  Zero.  Do not mistake “public” 
silence for inaction. “This is not another 4-year election.”  

6. February 11, 2019:  If Adam Schiff has seen “evidence” of collusion and/or 
United States President Donald J. Trump/Russia illegal activities, as he’s 
stated in the past many times across all Democratic Party-biased media 
networks, why then is there a need to open “new” investigations?  What 
about the so-called “evidence” already seen?  How is Adam Schiff making open 
statements regarding Mueller not investigating United States President Donald J. 
Trump/Deutsche Bank thoroughly enough if the investigation by former FBI 
Director, later Special Counsel Robert Mueller is classified?  How does Adam 
Schiff know what Mueller has or hasn’t investigated?  This is fake news designed 
to keep the fake narrative in play. It is a cover story.    You are witnessing the 
greatest “disinformation” campaign to ever be pushed by a political party.  Ask 
yourself, why? What are they afraid of?  The message must be direct.  The war is 
very real.   Life lesson – Adam Schiff. The next time you “leak” classified 
information, don’t have your phone (or allow phones of the “unknown” go-
between “students”) present. Fisa works both ways. 

7. February 19, 2019: The declassification of all requested documents (+ more) will 
occur. This is not a game. Do not let personal (emotional) desires (“do it now” 
“now” “what is taking so long” “now!”) take over. Logical thinking and strategy 
should always be applied. Game theory. We all want to see equal justice under 
the law. New threats (investigations by the Southern District of New York, Adam 
Schiff, MW (not sure who this is) in an effort to delay/prevent release the release 
of information (“insurance extension”) will fail. Transparency is the only way 
forward. Define the following: Treason. Sedition. Subversion. Conspiracy to 
commit… Do you understand and fully appreciate the gravity of the situation? Do 
you understand and fully appreciate what United States President Donald J. 
Trump endures each and every single day? He loves this county. He loves you. We 
must stand together in this fight. There is evil in this world. There is darkness in 



this world. There are those in power who wish to control (enslave) you. To keep 
you sedated. To keep you unaware. To keep you blind. This will be on our 
timetable, and we will deliver transparency and prosecution. There is simply no 
other way. Except 1. 

8. February 21, 2019: But, you knew that already. Hence why Adam Schiff, SDNY, 
MW are attempting to keep the “insurance” scheme ongoing post-Mueller 
investigation. Fear. The fun begins directly after. Will make the Super Bowl look 
like a puppy show.  

9. February 22, 2019: Soft push of new narrative: What happened to the Mueller 
hype? What happened to the Mueller will take down United States President 
Donald J. Trump threats, Brennan? Was Mueller the “insurance” policy or 
“blockade” designed to limit/restrict United States President Donald J. Trump’s 
ability to enforce the law? Traitors. New talking points being pushed backing 
away from Mueller as the savior regarding excuse a, excuse b, excuse c? Why are 
*new* investigations by Adam Schiff being started, if, as he’s stated for 
almost (2) years, “evidence” exists that ties United States President Donald 
J. Trump to Russia? If they had evidence, do you think it would have leaked? If 
they had evidence, would they be backing away (playing down) the Mueller 
report about to be released? First, they pushed for a Special Counsel. Now they 
claim the Special Counsel didn’t look deep enough? If the Special Counsel report 
is classified – how do they know where, who, when, why, and how deep each case 
goes? If the report is classified, how do they know its conclusions? Are *new* 
investigations designed to be an “insurance” extension? Designed to prevent 
United States President Donald J. Trump from cleaning house? Attack on political 
opponent(s) who is/are actively conducting (leading) investigations into the 
president for xyz charges beyond Mueller for xyz reasons (zero evidence to 
support) – obstruction trap? SDNY opening “private” investigation for the sole 
purpose of finding a crime? Evidence to support? Evidence presented? Does 
SDNY report to Attorney General Barr? Watch the news. MW opening *new* 
investigations into the “finances” of United States President Donald J. Trump 
and/or his family? Why did Democrats state “things will calm down if we retake 
the House” prior to the midterm elections? Was their plan to retake the House in 
order to “chair” each respective committee in order to start *new* erroneous 
investigations in an attempt to retain the blockade? Retain the “insurance” 
policy? Retain the optical illusion that a crime was committed? Retain the 
narrative? Retain the outrage of the base of the Democratic Party? Retain support 
for obstruction among that base? Retain their support to block Trump’s agenda? 
If you know your opponent’s move, what advantages that does present? If you 
have the truth on your side, what advantages does that present? If you have full 
control of the U.S. military, what advantages does that present? If you have 
complete authority to declassify information, what advantages does that present? 
If you have the support of the American people (patriots), what advantages does 
that present? Do not trust the fake news media. You are the majority. Mueller > 
declas > oig > truth > justice The great awakening. You are the news now.  

10. December 15, 2019: Adam Schiff memo false. If Adam Schiff was privy to 
Gang of 8 classified material would he not know the same facts (truth) as 



Nunes/others? “Knowingly.” Operational activity before July 2016? Why is this 
relevant? 

11. April 28, 2020 : Remember this important fact. Adam Schiff is part of the “Gang 
of Eight” (intel). It will become critical once “Gang of Eight” material is 
declassified. Logical question: if Adam Schiff “knew” everything he’s 
investigating and stating publicly to be knowingly “false” disinformation 
why then would he take the course of action(s) (ongoing)? Did Adam Schiff 
purposely deceive the American public “thinking” the “Gang of Eight” 
material + other classified documentation would never reach the public 
domain? Adam Schiff memo false. If Adam Schiff was privy to Gang of Eight 
classified material would he not know the same facts (truth) as Nunes? 
Think Nunes memo v Schiff. “Knowingly.” What if it was coordinated?  

12. September 9, 2020: Interesting change of events. Weekly false attacks and false 
whistleblowers. 

13. Adam Schiff participated in a coordinated, pre-planned election takeover using 
his official position to facilitate the fraud. 

Weekly [false] attacks + whistleblower(s) [false]. 
[1st [Vindman] coord [Adam Schiff] [whistleblower] false narrative insert Ukraine 
[Biden deflect] returning to the news [legal]]? 
[Adam Schiff] backroom prep [2nd whistleblower]? 
[Adam Schiff] backroom prep [3rd whistleblower] _NATSEC? 
Pentagon [SR 1-4] backroom prep _dry run campaign [refusal]? 
USD(I)_JCS [2] 
Refusal to concede narr? 
Challenge legally battleground [4]. 
Ballot harvest [4] [illegally] [CA -1]. 
Everything at stake. 
Win by any means necessary. 
Plan accordingly [November]. 

Original Q Posts (All Quoted) 
ORIGINAL POSTS 

2018 

February 

#655 – 2018-02-01 03:39:44 (UTC+1) 

>>229794 

What happened @ hotel? 



[AS] 

What is [AS] attempting right now? 

Favor repaid. 

Q 

September 

#2077 – 2018-09-04 16:54:49 (UTC+1) 

Ex 1 – ‘Being Afraid’ 

Does HRC care about you? 

If she cared about protecting you… 

Would she sell out America’s secrets and Uranium to China/Russia [Ex 1]? 

They always thought if charges were brought [v. them] they would ultimately be safe [SC 
control]. 

[AS] out 

[HRC] appointment(s) >> 

End of all ends. 

Final. 

Did Anthony Kennedy have a choice? 

Was this the original plan according to HRC election win? 

What evidence was he shown? 

RBG replacement [lifetime appointment – age]? 

What’s at STAKE? 



Happy Labor Day. There's no better time to talk about why workers’ rights 
would suffer if Brett Kavanaugh, whose hearings for a lifetime appointment 
to the Supreme Court start tomorrow, is confirmed. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

The Roberts Court has dealt some big blows to workers and unions in the last 
few years. With Kavanaugh on the Court, a 5-4 hard-right majority would be 
even more aggressive in siding with corporations over people. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

The Court's ruling in Janus v. AFSCME earlier this summer overturned a 40-
year-old precedent to hold that public-sector workers with union contracts 
don't have to pay fees for collective bargaining expenses if they're not 
members. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

That ruling won't just hurt seven million public-sector union workers with 
contracts. It'll hurt all workers, because union deals on wages and working 
conditions affect what businesses without unions do, too. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

The Court has also recently granted corporations the right to deny workers 
reproductive health care and made it harder for workers to sue businesses by 
allowing companies to force employees to sign mandatory arbitration clauses 
with their contracts. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

In other words, the Court has already been widening the disparity in power 
between corporations and workers. Kavanaugh's record from his time as a 
judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia shows he'd help 
further that trend for a generation. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 



In 2007, Kavanaugh wrote an opinion that severely limited union rights and 
allowed major damage to federal workers' ability to bargain collectively. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

In 2014, he dissented in a case where the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration held SeaWorld accountable for the death of a trainer. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

In 2016, Kavanaugh held that corporations have the right to punish workers 
for displaying pro-union signs in their cars. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

Unions and labor movements are why we have workplace safety precautions, 
collective bargaining, weekends, minimum wages, and, yes, Labor Day. 
 
We can't afford more damage to workers' rights. Make sure your senators 
hear from you: Let's #StopKavanaugh. 
— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 3, 2018 

Do you have a pre-existing condition? Do you care about someone who has 
one? Could you or someone you love ever get one? 
 
Then you should call your senators today to #StopKavanaugh from getting a 
lifetime seat on the Supreme Court. Here's why: pic.twitter.com/zgqwfdwTsF 
— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 4, 2018 

Challenges to the Affordable Care Act's protections for patients, including the 
notion that insurance companies can't refuse to insure you if you have a pre-
existing condition, are already working their way through the lower courts. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 4, 2018 

The next Supreme Court justice will have a chance to rule on the fate of the 
Affordable Care Act, which helps millions of people get affordable health care. 
Brett Kavanaugh’s record shows he’d be a threat to the law. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 4, 2018 



In 2011, Kavanaugh dissented when the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District 
Court upheld the consitutionality of the ACA. In 2017, he criticized Chief 
Justice John Roberts for ruling to uphold the law five years earlier. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 4, 2018 

Kavanaugh has also claimed that the president can simply decide not to 
implement the Affordable Care Act, leaving millions of Americans in the lurch. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 4, 2018 

Supreme Court seats are for life. Your senators' votes on Kavanaugh could 
affect whether you, your loved ones, and millions of other Americans can get 
affordable health care for decades. 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 4, 2018 

This is as serious as it gets. It's up to us to save health care for millions of our 
fellow Americans—again. 
 
As Kavanaugh's hearings begin, make sure your senators hear from you: 
(202) 224-3121 

— Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) September 4, 2018 

Pain comes in many different forms. 

Full control. 

Enjoy the show. 

Q 

2019 

January 

#2643 – 2019-01-05 16:57:15 (UTC+1) 



On-the-record denials this sweeping and emphatic apparently caused some 
journalists not to write this story. The McClatchy guys went with it anyway, 
despite their sources’ refusal to be specific about what, exactly, was being 
investigated. https://t.co/OEtM198gAO 
— Brit Hume (@brithume) January 3, 2019 

What happens when all ‘insiders’ know the news is FAKE? 

What happens when all ‘insiders’ know [AS] is the leak of false data? 

What happens when a member of the House Intel Comm purposely leaks FAKE & FALSE 
data to ‘friendly’ news sources in order to maintain & portray a FALSE NARRATIVE to the 
public? 

How do you build a case against a member of the House Intel Comm if they themselves 
have access to the intelligence? 

What critical ‘mission’ did SESSIONS publicly announce re: leaks? 

Why did SESSIONS make this PUBLIC? 

Optics are important. 

Control of the NARRATIVE. 

TRUTH & TRANSPARENCY IS THE ONLY WAY FORWARD> 

RE: MUELLER deleted ‘critical’ text messages between PS+LP? 

Re_read Re: [MUELLER] designed to…. 

The ‘MUELLER’ insurance policy has expired. 

Q 

#2657 – 2019-01-06 20:09:09 (UTC+1) 

When will the public discover that Ted Cruz was also illegally SURV (pre_POTUS_R 
nomination)? 

C_A ‘illegal’ SURV > members of Congress? 



C_A ‘illegal’ SURV > members of the Press? 

C_A ‘illegal’ SURV > SENATE INTEL COMM? 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/cia-senate-investigation-
constitutional-crisis-daniel-jones 
Who ordered the SURV? 

What justification was provided to AUTH SURV of ELECTED OFFICIALS? 

SURV fall under scope of FISA warrant or internal to Dept or outsourced to FVEY? 

Reality check – friend or foe, we all spy on each other? 

Should we be spying on ourselves? 

Should we be tasking others to spy on ourselves in order to avoid U.S. law? 

Was FVEY established & designed by the INTEL COMM as a backchannel SURV apparatus to 
avoid domestic laws triggers and Congressional/Senate oversight? 

What keylogs exist to monitor FVEY intel collection? 

What ability do former GOV officials have re: ability to access C_LEVEL FVEY offshore data? 

How did HRC gain access to highest CLAS SAPs (closed system access) and able to transfer 
to remote/home server? 

(Q above should scare every single American) 

How did CHINA locate primary C_A assets within CHINA [187]? 

Money buys POWER. 

No punishment [Brennan] by HUSSEIN ADMIN re: SURV of Senate etc? 

Logical thinking, why? 

https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-
security/article24770296.html 
Justice Dept declines to pursue? 



Fake News media limits exposure to public? 

When did @Snowden breach NSA & PUBLICLY RELEASE (CRIPPLE) INTEL GATHERING 
ABILITY (NSA)? 

NSA targeted? 

Where did @Snowden work prior to NSA contractor ACCEPT? 

What SENIOR LEVEL GOV/C_A OFFICIAL rec @Snowden for NSA contractor OFF/TAR 
position? 

Post public release of CLAS NSA PRO > U1? 

Where is @Snowden today? 

What country was involved in U1? 

If real target country was VENEZUELA or ECUADOR – why didn’t @Snowden take a direct 
flight from Hong Kong to those locations? 

How many direct flights run daily from HK to V&E? 

If @Snowden was C_A/NSA would he not understand (simple logic) going public PRIOR TO 
END DESTINATION SAFETY would ‘LIMIT’ ACTIVE PASSPORT TRAVEL ABILITY due to 
block_DEREG? 

WHY WOULDN’T @Snowden PUBLICLY RELEASE INFO AFTER HE ALREADY WAS SAFELY 
AT FINAL DESTINATION? 

Why then would @Snowden route through RUSSIA? 

Was RUSSIA final destination? 

Was RUSSIA true destination? 

Could @Snowden be seen releasing CLAS programs/intel FROM INSIDE OF RUSSIA? 

What role did BRENNAN PLAY in the @Snowden leaks re: NSA? 

What was BRENNAN’s background re: SAUDI ARABIA? 



Does the C_A hold blackmail on political leaders? 

Does the C_A protect those who protect them? 

Why are ex C_A contractors running for office? 

How many ex C_A contractors are currently in office? 

Hello, [AS]. 

Once an agent, always an agent. 

Q 

February 

#2676 – 2019-02-09 20:48:12 (UTC+1) 

Optics are important. 

Stealth bombers silent? 

Re_read Mueller re: ‘designed to’ drops. 

Probe conclusion coming? 

[-30] 

Coincidence ‘conclusion’ occurring as new AG installed? 

What is the purpose of WHITAKER? 

Re_read drops re: ‘Scaramucci’ model. 

Purpose? 

Who did Scaramucci remove? 

Effective? 



Optics important? 

What occurs post installed ‘BLOCKADE’ removal? 

DECLAS? 

[RR] ‘complete’ removal? 

OIG release of findings? 

How are they preparing to combat [narrative = vital]? 

House intel launch of more ‘FAKE’ investigations in attempt to retain ‘FALSE NARRATIVE’ 
and claim ‘POLITICAL ATTACK(S)’ if investigated/prosecuted themselves? 

[AS]? 

[SDNY-AG]? 

Attempts to retain ‘BLOCKADE’? 

Attempts to prevent public release of the TRUTH? 

ZERO leaks re: HUBER? 

ZERO. 

Do not mistake ‘public’ silence for inaction. 

“This is not another 4-year election.” 

Q 

#2691 – 2019-02-11 22:00:54 (UTC+1) 

If [AS] has seen ‘evidence’ of collusion and/or POTUS/RUSSIA illegal activities, as he’s 
stated in the past many times across all D-arm media networks, why then is there a need to 
open ‘new’ investigations? 

What about the so-called ‘evidence’ already seen? 



How is [AS] making open statements re: MUELLER not investigating POTUS/Deutsche Bank 
thorough enough if the MUELLER investigation itself is CLASSIFIED? 

How does [AS] know what MUELLER has/hasn’t investigated? 

FAKE NEWS DESIGNED TO KEEP THE FAKE NARRATIVE IN PLAY [COVER]. 

You are witnessing the greatest ‘DISINFORMATION’ campaign to ever be pushed by a 
political party. 

Ask yourself, why? 

FEAR of what? 

The message must be direct. 

The WAR is very real. 

Q 

#2694 – 2019-02-11 22:53:54 (UTC+1) 

>>5127462 

Life Lesson – [AS] 

The next time you ‘leak’ classified information, don’t have your phone (or allow phones of 
the ‘unknown’ go-between ‘students’) present. 

FISA works both ways. 

Q 

#2816 – 2019-02-19 23:43:38 (UTC+1) 

The DECLASSIFICATION of all requested documents (+ more) will occur. 

This is not a game. 

Do not let personal (emotional) desires (“do it now””now””what is taking so long””NOW!”) 
take over. 



Logical thinking and strategy should always be applied. 

Game-Theory. 

WE ALL WANT TO SEE EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW. 

NEW THREATS (investigations by [SDNY], [AS], [MW] in an effort to delay/prevent release 
(‘insurance extension’) WILL FAIL. 

TRANSPARENCY is the only way forward. 

Define the following: 

Treason. 

Sedition. 

Subversion. 

Conspiracy to commit… 

Do you understand and fully appreciate the GRAVITY of the situation? 

Do you understand and fully appreciate what POTUS endures each and every singly day? 

He loves this County. 

He loves you. 

WE MUST STAND TOGETHER IN THIS FIGHT. 

There is EVIL in this world. 

There is DARKNESS in this world. 

There are those in POWER who wish to CONTROL (enslave) you. 

To keep you sedated. 

To keep you unaware. 



To keep you blind. 

This will be on our timetable. 

(….AND WE WILL DELIVER). 

(Transparency and Prosecution) 

There is simply no other way. 

[Except 1] 

Q 

#2843 – 2019-02-21 02:57:03 (UTC+1) 

>>5294864 (/pb) 

But, you knew that already. 

Hence why [AS][SDNY][MW] are attempting to keep the ‘insurance’ scheme ongoing post 
Mueller. 

FEAR. 

The fun begins directly after. 

Will make the Super Bowl look like a puppy show. 

Q 

#2856 – 2019-02-22 05:20:27 (UTC+1) 

[Soft Push of New Narrative – Example] 

Conspiracy theorist Adam Schiff is looking for something new, anticipating a 
Mueller letdown, 
writes @KimStrassel https://t.co/X9VvGO02xX via @WSJOpinion 
— Kimberley Strassel (@KimStrassel) February 22, 2019 



A concise Mueller report would mark the end of the beginning, not the 
beginning of the end, argues @neal_katyal https://t.co/EaESftpXvU 
— New York Times Opinion (@nytopinion) February 21, 2019 

From what I understand about the complexities, opaqueness and length of 
counterintelligence investigations, I’d be surprised if Mueller was able to 
uncover the breadth of this conspiracy. More digging will have to be done. But 
there’ll be crimes. And we better get to see them. 

— Rob Reiner (@robreiner) February 21, 2019 

What happened to the Mueller hype? 

What happened to the Mueller will take down POTUS threats [@JohnBrennan]? 

Was MUELLER the ‘insurance’ policy aka BLOCKADE designed to limit/restrict POTUS’ 
ability to enforce the law? 

[TRAITORS] 

New talking points being pushed backing away from Mueller as the savior re: excuse A, 
excuse B, excuse C? 

Why are *new* investigations by [AS] being started, if, as he’s stated for almost (2) years, 
‘evidence’ exists that ties POTUS to Russia? 

If they had evidence, do you think it would have leaked? 

If they had evidence, would they be backing away (playing down) the Mueller report about 
to be released? 

First they pushed for a SC. 

Now they claim the SC didn’t look deep enough? 

IF THE SC REPORT IS CLASSIFIED – HOW DO THEY KNOW WHERE, WHO, WHEN, WHY, 
AND HOW DEEP EACH CASE …………..? 

IF THE SC REPORT IS CLASSIFIED – HOW DO THEY KNOW THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE 
REPORT? 



Are *new* investigations designed to be an ‘insurance’ extension? 

Designed to prevent POTUS from CLEANING HOUSE? 

Attack on political opponent(s) who is/are actively conducting (leading) investigations into 
the President for XYZ charges beyond Mueller for XYZ reasons (zero evidence to support) – 
OBSTRUCTION TRAP? 

[SDNY] opening ‘private’ investigation for the sole purpose of FINDING A CRIME? 

Evidence to support? 

Evidence presented? 

Does [SDNY] report to AG BARR? 

Watch the news. 

[MW] opening *new* investigations into the ‘finances’ of POTUS and/or his family? 

Why did D’s state ‘things will calm down if we retake the House’ prior to the midterm 
elections? 

Was their plan to retake the House in order to ‘chair’ each respective committee in order to 
start *new* erroneous investigations in an attempt to retain the BLOCKADE? 

Retain the ‘insurance’ policy? 

Retain the optical illusion that a crime was committed? 

Retain the narrative? 

Retain D_base outrage? 

Retain D_base obstruction? 

Retain D_base support to block POTUS’ agenda? 

If you know your opponents move, what advantages that does present? 

If you have the TRUTH on your side, what advantages does that present? 



If you have full control of the US MIL, what advantages does that present? 

If you have complete AUTH TO DECLAS, what advantages does that present? 

If you have the SUPPORT OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE (PATRIOTS), what advantages does 
that present? 

DO NOT TRUST THE FAKE NEWS MEDIA. 

YOU ARE THE MAJORITY. 

MUELLER > DECLAS > OIG > TRUTH > JUSTICE 

THE GREAT AWAKENING. 

YOU ARE THE NEWS NOW. 

Q 

2020 

April 

#3993 – 2020-04-28 23:29:58 (UTC+1) 

REMEMBER THIS IMPORTANT FACT. 

ADAM SCHIFF IS PART OF THE ‘GANG OF EIGHT’ (INTEL). 

IT WILL BECOME CRITICAL ONCE ‘GANG OF EIGHT’ MATERIAL IS DECLASSIFIED. 

LOGICAL Q: IF ADAM SCHIFF ‘KNEW’ EVERYTHING HE’S INVESTIGATING AND STATING 
PUBLICLY TO BE KNOWINGLY ‘FALSE’ [DISINFORMATION] WHY THEN WOULD HE TAKE 
THE COURSE OF ACTION(S) (ONGOING)? 

DID ADAM SCHIFF PURPOSELY DECEIVE THE AMERICAN PUBLIC ‘THINKING’ THE ‘GANG 
OF EIGHT’ MATERIAL + OTHER CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTATION WOULD NEVER REACH 
THE PUBLIC DOMAIN? 

[AS] memo FALSE. 



If [AS] was privy to GANG OF EIGHT classified material would he not know the same FACTS 
(TRUTH) as NUNES? 

Think NUNES memo v SCHIFF. 

“Knowingly.” 

What if it was coordinated? 

Q 

September 

#4640 – 2020-09-09 22:49:30 (UTC+1) 

Interesting change of events. 

Weekly [false] attacks + whistleblower(s) [false]. 

[1st [Vindman] coord [AS] [whistleblower] false narrative insert Ukraine [Biden deflect] 
returning to the news [legal]]? 

[AS] backroom prep [2nd whistleblower]? 

[AS] backroom prep [3rd whistleblower] _NATSEC? 

Pentagon [SR 1-4] backroom prep _dry run campaign [refusal]? 

USD(I)_JCS [2] 

Refusal to concede narr? 

Challenge legally battleground [4]. 

Ballot harvest [4] [illegally] [CA -1]. 

Everything at stake. 

Win by any means necessary. 



Plan accordingly [November]. 

Q 

December 

#3680 – 2019-12-15 17:21:40 (UTC+1) 

[11:50] 

[AS] memo FALSE. 

If [AS] was privy to GANG OF 8 classified material would he not know the same FACTS 
(TRUTH) as NUNES/others? 

“Knowingly.” 

OP activity pre_July 2016? 

Why is this relevant? 

Worth watching from [11:50] to end. 

#FactsMatter 

Q 

#3679 – 2019-12-15 17:20:14 (UTC+1) 

[11:50] 

[AS] memo FALSE. 

If [AS] was privy to GANG OF 8 classified material would he not know the same FACTS 
(TRUTH) as NUNES/others? 

“Knowingly.” 

OP activity pre_July 2016? 



Why is this relevant? 

Worth watching from [11:50] to end. 

#FactsMatter 

Q 

#3690 – 2019-12-15 22:13:28 (UTC+1) 

GANG of 8 DECLAS = [[[AS]]] 

“Knowingly.” 

Q 

 

By Dr. Dannielle Blumenthal (Dossy). All opinions are the author’s own. Public domain. 

 


